
loaders 

The. purpose of this chapter is to discuss various loader schemes and to present 

the design of a direct-linking loader. 

As illustrated in the previous chapter, the user's source program decks are 

usually c<;mverted to object program decks (machine language) by assemblers 

and compilers. The loader is a program which accepts the object -Jrogram decks~ 

_prepares these program~ for execution by the computer, and initiates ihe execu~ 

tion (see Fig. 5.1). ·-In particular, the loader must perform four functions: 
/ 

i(Anoca te space in memory for the programs ( allocation) 

~ esolve symbolic references betw~en object decks (linking) 

·$:" Adjust all add~ ss depeodent locations, such as address constants, to ear-

l.respond to.Jh.e allo-.e..a.teds pace (;e/ocation) . 

~ hysically place the machine instructions and data into memory (loading) 
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FIGURE 5.1 General loadini scheme 
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/43 Absolute Loaders 

LOADER SCHEME$ 

Loader 

The si~ plest type of loader scheme, which fits the general model of Figure S .3, 
is called an absolute loader. In this scheme the assembler outputs the machine 
language translation of the source program in almost the same form as in the 
"assemble-and-go" scheme, excee_t that the data is punched on cards ( object -. 
deck) instead of-being placed directly in me,mory. The-wader in turn simply 
accepts the-machine language text and places iti nto core at the location pre• 
scribed by the assembler. This scheme makes more core-available to the user 
since the assembler is not in memory at load time. 

Absolute lgi4ers are simple to implement but they do- have several disad-
- ~antages. }:ir~ the ro rammer must specif to e assembte-r the address in 

core wi1ere the program is to, be loaded.J~~urther ore, if t'1ere are multiple sub• 
routines, the programmer must remember the address of-each and- use that 
abs@lute address explicitly in his other -subroutines to perform subroutine 
linkage. 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the operation of an absolute assembler and an absolute 
loader. The programmer must be careful not -to assign two subrou1ines to the . 
s~me or overlapping locations. t.,/ ,,.,,-

The MAIN program is assigned to locations 100-247 and the SQRT subroutine 
is assigned locations 4004 77. If changes were made to MAIN that increased its 
length to more than-300 bytes, the end of MAIN (at 100 + 300 = 400) would 
overi;p the start of SQRT (at 400). It would then be necessary to assign SQRT 
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LOADER SCt-11::,a. ,.-.t, to a new location by changingjts ~T pseudo-o~ card and r~assemblinu t Furthermore, it would also be necessary to modify all o~her ,~ubroutines tha~ referred to the address of SQRT. In situations where dozens of subroutines are being used, this manual "shuffling" ca~t very co.uiplex, tedious, and wasteful of core. 

~ four loader functions are accomplished as follows in an absolute loading scheme: 

✓• Allocation - by ~rogrmnme( ,....,., .. . k' b ✓ · "· un mg - y ~ rogr~ er ✓ ✓3. Relocation - ~ r 4. Loading - by loader v-

y .,.4 , Subroutine Linkages 
. In this section we briefly discuss, from a programmer's point of view, the special mechanism for calling, another subroutine in an assembly language program. The problem of~broutine linkage•is this: a main program A wishes to-transfer_ to subprogrnm__B. The programmer, in program A, could write a transfer instruction (e .g., BAL 14,B) to subprogram B. However, the assembler does not know the value of this symbol reference and will declare it as an error ( undefined symbol) unless a special mechanism has been 2rovided . . This mechani~m is typical1y implemented with a i:~locating or a direct-linking . loader. The assembler seudo-op EXT d b a list of mbols indicates / that these symbo~~dj n other_prQgramsJwt referenced~ the_present p~m. Correspondingly, if a symbol}is defined in one program and referenced in others, we insert it into a symbol list following the pseudo-op ENTRY. In turn, the assembler will inform the loader that these symbols may be.referenced by otµer ~rograms. For example, the following sequence of instructions may be a simple calling sequence to another progrom: 

/ MAIN START ../' 'f J.ll~ ~ EXTRN SUBROUT 

L 
._/ BALA 

END 

15. ,=A(SUBROUT)}· 1~,15 CALb SUBROUT 

I 

~ The above sequence f · . . , . bl - . 0 mstructions first declares~ SUBROUT as- an- external 
vana e, th~t is, a vatiableie.f . - . 

_ .er.enced-but not def med in this program. The load 
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jnstruction loads the address of that variable into;-egister 15. The BALR in• 

Ction branches to the contents of register 155. wh· h. . h dd 

strtJ J - , 1c 1s t e a ress of 

S~ UT, and lea~es t 1e value of the next instruction in register 14. In most 

assemblies we _may ~un~ly use 3 CALL SUBRQYT macro, which is translated by 

the assembler into a callmg sequence as shown a_Q_9ve. 

Now we may see the reason for programming conventions, since it is necessary 

for both the caller and called subprograms. to cooperate. On a J60 we observe 

tlte conventi~ that regiSter 15 is used as a linkage and base re~ster. Note that ~ 

the caller in the above program has loaded register 15 with the beginning address 

of the subroutine being called. Thus the called subroutine does qot have to load a 

b~ister. Register 14 co~tains___the retmn address of the ca11er. The pro

grammer must not use register Q4) within a subprogram unless he saves its 

contents and restor!S them before he returns. A typical sequence for subroutines 

'is: 

/susROUT START 
USING - *,15 ~ 

BR 14 

END 

No BALR instruction i_s necess~ry at the beginning since register JS was already-,. 

loaded with the address of the start of this program. The BR 14 instruction is an 

unconditional branch to the address contained in register 14, which is the return 

address ~of the callipg -program. In Appendix B we present in more detail the 

methods that are typically · used ori a 360 and discuss further the calling se

quences. The following discussion introdJ'ces the basic mechanism used. 

ASSEMBLER LINKAGE PSEUDO-OPS 

~ ,._/ / 

Subroutine and Entry Naming (START and_ENTRY Pseudo-ops) 

/ A 

B1 
82 

r 
STAR! C · 

\ ' 
ENTRY '--• 

The uses of multiple entry points are: 

defines subroutine A. t.../' 

B 1 ~82,B3, • .! • defines locations B 1, . . . , 

Bn~sadditional subroutine 

~ntry points 

• 

1: Common coding. ' J~ 
Example: SIN and COS involve basical1y the same computations and could 

employ different entry point~ of the same routine. 
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LOAOE R St1.1 ~t~--2. Collecting together related routines for convenience. J. Better or convenient access to common data base. 

SUBROlITINE REFERENCE (EXTRN PSEUDO-OP) Assembler symbols are either internal or external. External means that the· value is notJ cn_own to the assembler but will be provided by the~er _; action of the loader will be discussed in the followin~ section. e 
EXTRN E1,E2,etc. 

defines E 1, E2, etc. as external symbols to be used in address constants . . 
Example: CALL BETA becomes: 

EXTRN BETA 

L 
BALP 
. . . 

ABETA DC £ Relocating loaden ~ 

15,ABETA 
14,15 

A(BETA) \ 

, To av_oid possible reassembling pf a)] snhroµtines wbeo a single subroutine is \ cl\anged. and to perform the tasks of allocation and linking for the programmer, \, the general---.class of relocating loaders was introduced. An example of a relocating loader scheme is that of the B~~mboJic..Suhroutine (BSS) \Qader such as was used in the IBM 7094, IBM 1130, GE .. ~35, and UNIVAC 1108. The BSS loader allows many procedure segments, yet\Qnly one data1 segment ( common segment). The 'issembler asse~bles· each procedure segment independently and passes ,on to -the loMh:r the text and information as to relocation and jnt.etseg· Illent ref er~nces. · _ 
The output of a ielocating a.ssem!?ler using a ~SS scheme is the object program and informaf on a ro ams it ef e ces. In addition, there is information (relocation ipformation) as to locations in this prograpt that need to be changed if it is to be loaded in an .. arbitrary place in core, i.e .. the l~ ations which are d ndent n o ·cation. -·J For each source pr~gram the assembl~ outputs a text (machine translation of the program) prefixed by ri er vector that onsists add e s containing names of the subroutines ·~eferenced by the source program. For example, if a Square Root Routine (SQRT) was referenced and was the first subroutine called, the first location in the transfer vector would contain the symbolic name SQRT· 

I 

\ 
I 
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The statement calling SQRT wou]d be translated into a transfer instruction 

indfa ting a branch to the location of the transfer vector associated with SQRT. 

(\/'the assen!_hlcr ~ould ~Jso provide the loader with additional info~mation, such 

) a the len~ h of the entue program and the length of the transfer vcGtor portion. 

;\fter loading 1~-~ and the tr~nsfer vector into core, the IQfldcr would load 

each subroutine identified in the transfer vector. It would then ~ ac~ transfer 

vfnstruction t? the corresponding subroutine in each entry in the transfeJ ;ctor. 

Thus, the ex£_cution of the call SQRT statement would result in a branch to the . 

first location in the transfer vector, which would con tain a transfer instruction 

to the location of SQRT. 

The BSS loader scheme is often used on com uters with a fixed-Jen th direct• 

aggress instruction forma . For example, if the format of the 360 RX instruction 

Were: 
~SS qet ,,_ fu\µ~J _ 

E------32-----~ l),d-iJ.i,~~o - t,1-:.,l; : 

OP I R 1 I X2 I A2 I t_/ 

--
8 4 4 16 

where A2 was the 16-bit absolute address of the operand, this would be a direct 

address instruction format. Such a format works if there are less than 216 = 

65,536 bytes of storage, as was the case with most of the early computers and is 

still true for many of the current "minicomputers" and "midicomputers." 

/ Since it is necessary to relocate the address portion of every instruction, com

puters with a direct-address instruction {ormat have a much more severe reloca

tion problem than the 360. In the absence of 360-type base register3, th1s 

problem is often solved by the use of "relocation bits." The assembler associ~tes 

a bi~ with each instruction or address field. If this bit equals one, then the eor

resp9nding address field must be relocated; otherwise the field is not relocated. 

T,9~~e~e-l6fftion indicators, surprisingly enough; are known as relocation bits 

ana, are included in the object deck. · 

Figure 5.5 illustrates a simple assembly language progr~m written for a hypo

thetic~! "direct-address" 360 that uses a BSS ,Ioader; The function of the pro

gram is not important; it suppose~ly cans the SQRT subroutine.to get the square 

· root of 9. If the result is not 3, it transfers_to a subroutine called ERR. Since 

this is a direct-~ddress co~puter, there i~_QQ..Q.a§e_regist~rJirul iu.Jh~ ol_>ject code 

and n_o need (or_a_lJ..SING_pseudo-bp inJ.be source program. The EXTRN~~udo-

op ident_ifjes !h~_jYJTI.'bols_~QBT anq ERR_as the names of~ her~su!>!~utJnes; t -' 

since the locations of these symbols are not defined in th.is subroutine, they are 

called extetnJJ../_zymbols. For e~ch · external symbol the assembler genera tes a four-
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~yte fullword at the beginning of the program , containing the EBCDIC char
acters for the symbol (for simplicity, we are assuming that symbols are not more 
than four characters lon~l, These extra words are called transfer vectors. Every 
referencr. to an e te!nal symbol)is assigned the ac!_dress of t!ie coi:re_sponding 
transfer vector word. In addition, for every halfword (two bytes) in the pro
gram, the assembler produces a separate relocation bit. For eJ'ample, the as
sembled in~tructi~n ST 14,36 is assigl}ed _relo5ationJ1ili(~9 ince the first 

~

halfword cq_nJ_ains tbe _op-~o.de, reg. ister field, .and index field_ whi~h..should not 
be rel.9.fa~ed but the second halfwQ.rd contains the relative address 36, W..1&£.h 
must be relocated. 

Source program 
Rel. 

MAIN START addr. 

EXTRN SORT 0 
EXTRN ERR 4 
ST 14,SAVE Save return 8 

address 
L 1,=F'9' Load test 12 

value 
BAL 14,SORT Call SORT 16 
C 1 ~F'3' 

I .,- - Compare 20 
answer 

BNE ERR Transfer to 24 
ERR 

L 14,SAVE Get return 28 
address Ir 

BR 14 Return to 3Z 
~caller 

34 
SAVE OS F Temp. loc. 36 

END --. ~o 
~ -..,.--- 44 

,.. ...... , 

\.4 am length = 48 ~es 
'--Tfansfer vector = __ 8 -~ytes L/ 

Relocation Object code 

00 'SORT' 
00 'ER Rb' 
01 ST 14,36 

01 L 1,40 

01 BAL 14,0 
01 C 1,44 

~ 

01 BC 7,4 

01 L 14,36 

0 BCR 15,14 

0 (Sk ippea fof alignment) 
00 (T~p~tocation)-
00 9 - ~ - - ~ \ 00 3 ..... - ~ ' 

' ~~ 

FIGURE 55 Assembly of program for "dilect:address" 360 ~ 

Figure 5 .6 illustrates tne content.s of. memory after the programs ha~e been 
loaded by the BSS loader. Bas~.d upon the relocation bits, the loader has 
relocated the address fields to correspond to the ailocated address of MAIN 
which is 400. Using the program length information, the loader placed the sulr 
~es SQRT and ERR at the nex·t available locatiom which were @ and 
~re~~ectivcly. Finally, the transfer vector words were changed to contain 
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FIGURE 5.6 BSS loading of programs for "direct access" 360 
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3&~, \ ~Q 1. vv-J, I 
<!::((t ~ 1 J )J-,, 

Length = 48 bytes 

Length = 78 bytes 

branch instructions to the corresponding subroutines. Thus, the four functions 

of the loader (allocation, linking, relocation, and loading) were all performed 

automatically by the BSS loader. . 

It should be noted that the relocation bits are used to solve the pJ:Qblem of 

r:!ocation; the transfer vector is used to solve the problem of linki~g; and the 

program length information is used to solve the problem of alloc'!~n. 

"There are _several di§i,dvantagcs ·to the BSS loader scheme. Fitilr,: the transfer 

vector linkage is only useful for transfers, and is not well-suited for loading or 

st0ring eXternal data ( data !ocated in another procedure segment). S~ d, the 
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transfer vector Increases the size of the object program in memory. Pi~~y 

BSS loader, as described, proccsse~ r roccdurc s~gments but does not facu'. the 
access to data segments that ~a_!l_ be sharN. This last shortcoming is over llate 1 

in many DSS loaders by ~ lowing one common data segment, oft~rne 
COMMON. This facility is u~~ ly ~ nn.lemcntcd by extending the relocauo~a~~d 
scheme to use wo b its lLw.or address field: if th~ bits are 01 the •ts 
word is re ocate relative to the procedure segment, and if the a~ 10 ~al~. 
relocated relat~ve to the address of the single commop data se~it_is 
are 00 or 11, the half word is not relocated. bas --


